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Hybrid Service
This Sunday’s service will be at church 
and online, with the online service held 

over Zoom, at 9:30am. Here is the code:
899 4803 5597
Or follow the link: 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/89948035597 
(which you can access by clicking)

Members’ Meeting
There will be a Members’ Meeting 

on Wednesday, the 23rd of 
March, at 7:30pm.

https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fus02web.zoom.us%2Fj%2F89948035597&sa=D&source=calendar&usd=2&usg=AOvVaw31d89AaizFGLkjD878M8mT


March 2022 Sunday morning rosters

Flowers: 6, 13 Donglan Zhang, 20, 27 Linda McBurney
Morning tea: Luanne & Alan Lau
Communion preparation: Luanne & Alan Lau
Door and Offering: Ian & Dawn de Stigter
Scripture reading & Communion: June McMillan
Offering counting: Dawn de Stigter and Anne Bartley

This Week’s Message 
I read about a study that suggests that merely saying “This may hurt a bit” before 
receiving a shot may be enough to trigger a pain response in the brain long before 
we get the jab. So much for the old rhyme, “Sticks and stones may break my 
bones, but words can never harm me.” It’s not true of course. Never has been. 
Words have incalculable power to undermine one's development emotionally, 
physically and spiritually.


Recent events in the news, both internationally and here in New Zealand, have 
highlighted the worrying pattern of abuse through social networking sites. The 
technology that is used may be new, but the practice is an old one: the use of 
words as weapons intended to inflict pain.


There’s a Greek myth that tells of a ring that when worn causes the wearing to 
become invisible, thereby letting them get away with whatever they want. Social 
media comes close to this, allowing people to hide behind a mask of invisibility 
and, beyond the reach of regulation. We do well to heed the Apostle’s words to 
the Colossians, “Be gracious in your speech. The goal is to bring out the best 
in others in a conversation, not put them down, not cut them out”. (The 
Message). And, as Jonathan Sacks has said, “Free speech does not mean 
speech that costs nothing. It means speech that respects the freedom and dignity 
of others. Forget this and free speech will prove to be very expensive indeed”.


Fred Brunell

Let’s not forget to speak up for what is right.


